Jump Rope Tangle-Free Ball Bearing Fast Rope Skipping Adjustable
Memory Foam Anti Skid Handle skipping rope New Fitness speed
rope for Men and Women Suitable for Aerobic Exercise Review-2021

COMFORTABLE ANTI-SKID HANDLES- This jump rope adopts ightweight, durable and
comfortable handle makes it easy to grasp and carry.Ergonomically designed handles,Sweat
absorption, deodorization, moisture-proof
PVC EMBEDDED WIRE ROPE - The braided steel wire rope is coated with PVC,braided wire rope
is coated with PVC. This skipping rope features durability and smoothness, guarantees maximum
service life and avoids cracking or fracture
SMOOTH & TANGLE FREE : Jump rope featuring a high quality premium ball bearing, ensures a
smooth and fast.Tangle-resistant rope saves you time and frustration .Skipping rope is suitable for
boxing, MMA, aerobics and fitness training.Swing smoothly with less effort, uncoil easily and resist
tangling.Jumping rope is great for cardio training and a fun way to get in shape fast.
COMFORT & EXCELLENT GRIP : Comfort foam handles reduce hand strain and make jumping
rope easy.Jumping Ropes grip can prevent palm sweat and reduce strain on your hands,it provide a
good grip to get the most out of your workouts.Jump rope allowing you to burn calories and get in a
great workout skipping or jumping.
DURABLE & ADJUSTABLE ROPE : Premium quality, durable jump rope, exclusive designed for
fitness and sports lovers.A fully-adjustable jump rope made with the highest-quality materials and
designed for ease of use.The rope can be adjusted the length you want according to your
height.Jump rope can be used for for women, teens, and men. Rope,jump rope kids ,kids jump
rope,wire jump rope,wrestling jump rope,weighted jump ropeBearing rope skipping
We strive to achieve our mission through the design and creation of high-end fitness equipment, and
workout programs. It is our top priority to help individuals and athletes of all skill level reach their
peek performance.
Instructions
How to choose the right rope for yourself
Choosing a softer rope, such as a rope, according to the characteristics of the rope is relatively
speaking. It is safe and suitable for slow jump. Plastic and rubber ropes have certain weight.It is
suitable for fast demanders. According to the crowd selection, such as beginners, can choose solid,
thin and have a certain weight of plastic skipping rope.
Instructions
The correct position of rope skipping
Beginners adjust their length according to their height Specific methods: step on rope with feet
together, hold handle in both hands and pull it down to the armpit, with the improvement of rope
skipping level .The length of the rope can be shortened appropriately.
Product Details
Tangle Free Rope
The rope cord uses a tangle free design to make certain you get the best, twist free jumping
experience.
PVC EMBEDDED WIRE ROPE
The braided steel wire rope is coated with PVC which features durable and smooth.
Super Speed - Infinity Ball Bearings
We designed our the ball bearings to ensure a smooth gliding and even rotation for every jump you
take.
Comfort Foam Handles
Our handles are padded with comfort foam for a custom fit that won't exhaust your hands.
Use site selection
Gymnasium, playground, lawn, etc.
Avoid direct use on rough cement floors This will shorten the life of the rope.
Benefits of rope skipping and its application to people
Benefits:
Convenience, exercise bouncing power, enhance physical fitness, can exercise a variety of human

organs, in the process of rope skipping, hand, foot, brain, breathing deepening, help to enhance
human muscle and cardiopulmonary function, increase the vitality of brain nerve cells, improve the
ability of thinking and response. Through rope skipping, it can accelerate human metabolism,
promote blood circulation and strengthen vascular function. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo
code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value
for money.

